We present an integrated approach for efficient characterization of intrinsically disordered proteins. Batch cell-free expression, fast data acquisition, automated analysis, and statistical validation with data resampling have been combined for achieving cost-effective protein expression, and rapid automated backbone assignment. The new methodology is applied for characterization of five cytosolic domains from T-and B-cell receptors in solution.
Introduction
The classical paradigm that protein functionality requires a preformed three-dimensional structure has significantly eroded over the last decade under mounting evidence regarding the role of intrinsically disordered proteins (IDPs), inherently devoid of a defined three-dimensional structure [1] [2] [3] [4] . Bioinformatic analysis and numerous experimental observations indicate that 25-30% of the mammalian proteome is predominantly disordered. The IDPs are particularly abundant in regulation pathways and play a major role in signal transduction. 70% of the proteins involved in signaling have long disordered stretches. NMR spectroscopy is the primary experimental technique for characterizing structural ensembles and transient interactions between IDPs and their partner molecules in solution [5] . However, the traditional biomolecular NMR toolbox, which has been developed and fine-tuned over the past three decades for studying globular proteins, requires adaptation for IDPs. Molecular size is often considered as the main challenge in NMR protein studies. There are two major phenomena that contribute to this. First, signal overlap and complexity of data analysis increases as more and more peaks appear in the spectra. Second, signals in the spectra become broader and sensitivity decreases as spin relaxation becomes faster with slower Brownian tumbling of larger molecules. The two factors, however, have strikingly different effects on structured and highly disordered proteins. Globular proteins usually show good signal dispersion and a low degree of signal overlap, but suffer the most from spin relaxation. NMR studies of intrinsically disordered proteins, on the other side, mainly suffer from inherently low signal dispersion, resulting in server signal overlap. For large protein systems, remarkable progress has been made over the last years in dealing with the relaxation losses [6] [7] [8] , while for disordered proteins, the main efforts were focused on reducing signal overlap [9, 10] taking advantage of the favorable relaxation properties of IDPs. The function of IDPs is related to interactions with a multitude of partner molecules and a response to subtle changes in the solution environment. The new NMR methodology has to focus on elucidation of protein residual structure, transient interactions and minor but functionally important states. Characterization of a disordered protein typically requires preparation and analysis of many protein samples including those with site-specific mutations [11] , attached paramagnetic probes [12] , variable patterns of selective isotope labeling, different solution conditions, presence of various ligands, etc. Thus, NMR spectroscopy tailored for IDP studies must rely on fast and effective approaches for sample preparation, data acquisition, analysis and statistical validation of the achieved result.
Here we demonstrate for the first time the systematic use of cellfree protein synthesis (CFPS) [13] for producing IDPs for NMR analysis and introduce an integrated approach featuring rapid and low-cost CFPS, fast-pulsing NMR spectroscopy [14] combined with non-uniform data sampling (NUS) and targeted acquisition (TA) [15] , automated signal detection and backbone assignment, and a novel statistical validation of the results. The approach is demonstrated on five cytosolic domains of the T-and B-cell receptors (TCR and BCR). Upon ligand binding to the receptors, the immunoreceptor tyrosine-based activation motifs (ITAM) of the cytosolic domains are phosphorylated, which starts the downstream intracellular signaling cascade. The disordered state of the ITAM containing domains in solution has been established previously using the predictions from the amino acid sequence and circular dichroism (CD) data [16, 17] . The structural disorder is also in line with the secondary chemical shifts presented in this paper. The molecular mechanisms of signal transduction through the very flexible domains are still largely unknown and represent the subject of active research.
Results and Discussion
CFPS is an established tool for producing functional protein samples [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] . In this work we demonstrate for the first time the systematic use of CFPS for producing IDPs for NMR analysis. It has been noted that CFPS is particularly well suited for disordered proteins. High content of disorder was positively correlated with protein yields and solubility for E. coli-based batch CFPS [24] . In vivo, regions of low-complexity and disorder of overexpressed heterologous proteins are often prone to proteolytic degradation, which may decrease the yields or even prohibit protein production. In CFPS, the proteolysis is circumvented by short expression time and by adding protease inhibitors directly into the reaction [24] . That no complex folding is needed and that IDPs generally do not aggregate also works in favor of CFPS. Since CFPS is capable of producing proteins of molecular weights well above 50 kDa [23] , the CFPS methodology described in this paper should be applicable to any conceivable IDP.
We use a low-cost, E. coli-based batch CFPS system [13] . As shown in Figure 1 , five out of six (CD3e, Cd3c, TCRf, CD79a, CD79b) cytosolic domains were successfully expressed and purified with yields sufficient for characterization by NMR. In batch CFPS, the protein synthesis, which is initiated by presentation of the protein gene to the reaction, is mostly finished within one hour. Initial screening of conditions, temperature and different additives can therefore be performed and analyzed very rapidly. For the batch system we use a homemade extract, which only accounts for 4% of the total material cost when producing 15 N/ 13 C labeled protein samples. The most expensive ingredient of the reaction (72% of the costs) is the mixture of double-labeled amino acids (1 mg/mL). With the high level of amino acid incorporation in our CFPS [13] , the amount of protein produced in 1 mL of the reaction was sufficient for backbone assignment. This corresponds to a total material cost of about $20 for the NMR sample.
Chemical shifts report on IDP structure and interactions [5, 11] . For the sequential backbone assignment we use the following TA procedure: (i) a small fraction of data is acquired in NUS mode for each of the triple resonance BEST-TROSY experiments; (ii) the data are combined with the earlier collected measurements (if present) and processed using co-MDD [25] ; (iii) signals are detected in the resulting one-dimensional spectral shapes and used for the automated assignment with the AutoAssign software [26] ; (iv) scores on completeness of the peak lists and the achieved backbone assignment are evaluated, and, if needed, the procedure is repeated starting from step (i). The TA procedure is finished when the number of peaks in the experiments and number of assigned residues level off and do not increase over several consecutive rounds (Figure 2A and Figure 3) . Figure 2A shows the results of the TA assignment for CD79a samples with concentrations ranging from 30 mM to 330 mM. For The horizontal axis shows the total measurement time excluding the HNCO experiment, which was recorded prior to the TA. The spectral processing and automated analysis were always shorter than the data acquisition and, thus, can be performed in real time; (B) assignment validation for 60 mM (blue bars) and 30 mM (red bars) samples. The assignment probabilities are plotted for the most probable and alternative assignments (shaded and solid bars, respectively). The probability scores were calculated as a fraction of successful assignments over 30 resample trials. doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0062947.g002 the 330 mM sample, which is a typical protein concentration used for triple resonance experiments, the backbone assignment is essentially complete in one hour. This is about hundred times faster in comparison with the conventional methods of data collection and analysis. The result also surpasses our previously reported results for globular proteins and the disordered cytosolic domain of TCRf [25] . 30 mM is among the lowest protein concentrations for which protein backbone sequential assignment has ever been reported.
Validation of the results of complex analysis such as protein sequential assignment or structure calculation is an important problem [26] [27] [28] [29] . Peak identification in the spectra containing signal overlap, noise, and artifacts is an intrinsically ill-defined task with ambiguous outcome. In the downstream analysis, uncertainties and errors in peak lists are among the major reasons for wrong or ambiguous solutions. In principle, the best way for estimating the contribution of the spectral noise to the outcome of a complicated non-linear analysis is to repeat the entire analysis on a new set of measurements obtained under the same experimental conditions. Unfortunately, this method is seldom practical. The resampling methods were developed as close proxies for the repeated measurement approach. In this work, we introduce a new method, which uses a jackknife-type resampling [30, 31] procedure to cross-validate results of the analysis versus raw spectroscopic data. The method is complementary to the traditional sequential assignment validation tools [26, 28, 32] .
In this work, the quality of the obtained assignments and existence of alternative solutions are evaluated with a newly presented data resampling method. The statistics on multiple assignments is obtained by repeating steps (ii-iv) of the TA procedure described above, on a number of data subsets, each containing 70% of the randomly selected points acquired in the triple resonance experiments. This jackknife-type statistical procedure addresses the uncertainties originating from the experimental data and reveals errors and ambiguities in the peak lists and potential instabilities of the downstream analysis. Figure 2B illustrates the validation procedure for two CD79a samples with concentrations of 60 mM and 30 mM. The assignment for the 60 mM sample (blue bars) is stable and unique, although for some resampling trials not all residues were assigned. Notably worse results for the 30 mM sample (red bars) is explained by the lower signal-to-noise ratio and lack of the least sensitive (HN)CO(CA)NH experiment. A reduced probability of the major assignment and a significant fraction of the alternative assignment ( Figure 2B , shaded and solid red bars, respectively) for residues 18-42 indicate that results for this region are highly suspicious. Detailed analysis shows that for the 30 mM sample the most probable assignments for residues E18, Y19, M35, and R41 are wrong, and the correct solution is found in the alternative assignment. This should be compared with the traditional approach, where the automated assignment is performed on a single set of peaks observed in the spectra processed using all acquired data. For this input, residues E20, N23 are not assigned and residues E18, Y19, E22, M35, Y36, E37, R41 are assigned incorrectly, while the assignment validation suite from the AutoAssign package [26] only reports suspicious assignment for residues D21, E22, G42 and not unique mapping for residues 57-62. Thus, the new resampling-based validation procedure better reveals residues with problematic assignments and more efficiently finds the correct solution. Table 1 and Figure S1 summarize samples and de novo backbone assignments obtained using the presented CFPS-TA approach. These include five out of six TCR and BCR cytosolic domains, as well as mutated and modified forms of the domains. The experiments were performed in ''native'' (phosphate buffer), denaturing (6 M urea), and helix-promoting (20% trifluoroethanol, TFE) conditions. Depending on the sample, the TA measurement time required for the backbone assignment varied from 0.8 to 47 hours. Experiments were performed in NMR tubes of reduced diameter 3 mm (2.5 mm for CD79a+Urea). CD79a with reduced MTSL label attached to C33. 4 Values for TCRf are taken from our previous publication [25] . doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0062947.t001
The lowest protein concentration, for which assignment was obtained, is 30 mM. It should be noted that apart from the relatively low protein concentrations the assignments were obtained despite of low signal dispersion and strong peak overlap, which is typical for IDPs. The signal separation in the spectra of our samples was significantly lower than the average of the BMRB database ( Figure S2 ) for the corresponding protein sizes. For TCRf, the signal separation is among the lowest in BMRB. Figure 4 illustrates the usefulness of the approach for extensive characterization of a specific IDP. Independent de novo assignments for six CD79a samples were necessary due to rearrangement of the signal positions exacerbated by the strong peak overlap. The previously published [17] and our circular dichroism data ( Figure  S3 ) indicate that in the native condition the cytosolic domain of CD79a is mostly disordered. Analysis of the secondary chemical shifts has a potential to reveal regions of nascent structure in the protein [5] , which is often relevant for IDP function. Figure 5 shows the 13 C secondary chemical shifts of CD79a in native and TFE states referenced versus the so-called intrinsic random coil shifts [11] obtained in denatured condition of the protein. For CD79a in the native state, the CO, CA, and CB secondary chemical shifts shown in Figure 5 reveal small but significant propensity for a-helical structure around the ITAM sequence. An a-helix in this region was previously reported for CD79a interacting with Lyn protein-tyrosine kinase [33] . Addition of TFE to the experimental buffer is known to gradually enhance the a-helical population in regions with intrinsic helical preference. Adding TFE to the protein solution is thus often used to highlight the most a-helix-prone regions in the amino acid sequence [34] [35] [36] [37] . The strongest onset of the helical structure upon addition of 20% TFE is observed around the ITAM (Figure 5 ), which indicates that this region has an underlying preference for a-helix formation coded in the amino acid sequence of CD79a. An additional residual helix is observed ( Figure 5 ) at the N-terminus of CD79a. Here, similar to the ITAM region, relatively small but unambiguous a-helical secondary shifts are observed in the native state and are notably enhanced by the TFE. In this work, we show for the first time residual helical structure in the free state of CD79a cytosolic domain.
Conclusions
The approach is demonstrated for five 6-13 kDa cytosolic domains of T-and B-cell receptors. In favorable cases, the three-dimensional BEST-TROSY spectra provide sufficient resolution for assigning IDPs up to 30 kDa [38] . Dealing with even larger systems should be possible by using NMR experiments of higher dimensionality and/or carbon and Ha detection [39, 40] .
Materials and Methods

Chemicals and Bacterial Strains
All chemicals were from Sigma-Aldrich except where stated otherwise. TOP10 and BL21(DE3)-Rosetta 2 cells were from Life Technologies and Merck, respectively. Cloning Constructs for the human ITAM-containing cytosolic subunits were cloned. The cDNAs for CD79a (61 AA, P11912, 7.0 kDa), CD79b (49 AA, P40259, 5.5 kDa), CD3d (45 AA, P04234, 5.1 kDa), CD3e (57 AA, P07766, 6.2 kDa), CD3c (44 AA, P09693 excluding the first Glycine, 5.2 kDa) and j (115 AA, P20963, 12.9 kDa) were purchased from Geneservice and subcloned into pEXP5-NT (Invitrogen), resulting in constructs with a 6xHis-tag fused to the N-terminus, followed by a TEV protease recognition site. The double mutant constructs of CD79a (K4C/C35S and Y25E/Y36E) were made by two rounds of QuickChange II XL Site-Directed Mutagenesis (Agilent Technologies). All clones were verified by sequencing. Cleavage with TEV protease resulted in 2 non-native residues (S and L) at the N terminus of the constructs. The vectors were transformed into One ShotH TOP10 chemically competent cells (Invitrogen). 100 ml cultures were grown overnight at 37uC, 200 rpm, and plasmids were purified with the Plus Maxi Kit (Qiagen).
Expression and Purification
A batch format cell-free expression system based on an E. coli S12 extract was used for production of the peptides, as described [13] . The standard expression condition was 800 rpm for 2 hours at 30uC in 50 ml tubes on a Thermomixer Comfort (Eppendorf). For production of NMR samples, the cell-free expression reactions contained 1 mg/mL of mixture of 15 N/ 13 C labelled amino acids. 7 ml of the reaction was sufficient for producing 0.4 mg of pure CD79a/CD3e. The identity and integrity of all expressed proteins have been confirmed using either mass spectrometry or NMR assignment. The cell-free synthesized human cytosolic subunits were purified for further analysis. The lysate from the centrifugation step was separated from the pellet and mixed 1:2 with 20 mM Tris buffer pH 8.1, 8 M urea for 10 minutes. Ni-NTA resin (Qiagen) was equilibrated using buffer A (25 mM NaPi, 150 mM NaCl, 6 M urea, pH 7.2) and mixed with the proteinTris buffer solution. Incubation at 4uC for 1.5 hours was followed by gravity flow purification with extensive washing using buffer A and buffer B (25 mM NaPi, 150 mM NaCl, 5 mM imidazole, pH 7.2). For protein elution, one-hour incubation with four times the gel column volume of buffer A (with 250 mM imidazole) was used. Imidazole was removed with PD10 desalting columns (GE Healthcare). The protein samples were mixed (10:1) with histagged TEV protease prepared as described [41] . Cleavage was performed in a Thermomixer (Eppendorf) at 300 rpm, 23uC for 8 hours followed by 4uC for another 8 hours (CD79a, CD79b) or 23uC overnight (CD3e, CD3c, TCRf). The TEV protease was separated from the cleaved protein using Ni-NTA resin as described above. The flow-through, containing the purified cleaved protein, was collected and filtered through a 0.2 mm syringe filter and loaded onto a RESOURCE RPC 3 ml column (Amersham Bioscience) connected to an FPLC system (Ä KTA Prime). Elution using a gradient of buffer C (0.065% trifluoroacetic acid (TFA), 2% acetonitrile) and buffer D (0.05% TFA, 80% acetonitrile) to 100% buffer D was performed and fractions containing protein of interest were lyophilized and stored at 220uC before use. To verify purity of the protein, SimplyBlue Coomassie (Invitrogen) staining of NuPAGE Novex 12% Bis-Tris Mini Gels (Invitrogen) was performed. PageRuler Prestained Protein Ladder (Fermentas) was used as a standard.
NMR Sample Preparation
Lyophilized fractions were dissolved in NMR buffer (20 mM NaPi, pH 6.7, 1 mM EDTA, 1x Complete EDTA-free (Roche), 7-15% D 2 O and 2 mM DTT for cysteine-containing IDPs). For attachment of MTSL (1-oxy-2,2,5,5-tetramethyl-d-pyrroline-3-methyl)-methanethiosulfonate (Toronto Research Chemicals, Toronto) the NMR samples were treated with 10 mM DTT. A PD10 desalting column (GE Healthcare) was used to remove DTT and to change buffer to 10 mM NaPi, pH 7.0. 3-5 fold molar excess of MTSL dissolved in acetone was added and incubated overnight at 4uC. Unreacted MTSL was removed with a PD10 column followed by lyophilization of the sample. Reduced MTSL was obtained by adding 2 mM ascorbic acid to the solution.
NMR Experiments
Tables S1 and S2 show details of the three-dimensional BETS-TROSY HNCO, HNCA, HN(CO)CA, HNCACB, HN(CO)-CACB, (HN)CO(CA)NH experiments [38] . NMR experiments were performed at 25uC on Agilent spectrometers with Larmor frequencies of 800 MHz (CD79a+TFE and CD79a K4C/C33S) and 600 MHz (other samples) equipped with a cryo-(600 MHz) and room-temperature (800 MHz) pulse-field gradient tripleresonance probes. For CD79a+TFE, CD79a+MTSL, CD3e, CD3e+Urea, CD3e+TFE samples, spectra were recorded using gradient sensitivity-enhanced pulse sequences from the BioPack library (Agilent Inc.); for the rest of the samples spectra were recorded using BEST-TROSY pulse sequences [14] . Acquisition time for 15 N chemical shift evolution was set to the corresponding constant time period for the 13 C-15 N magnetization transfer; acquisition times for 13 Ca/ 13 Cb and 13 CO evolution were set to 12 ms and 20 ms, respectively.
The NUS schedules were prepared by program nussampler from MDDNMR software package [15] . The sampling probability density was biased for 13 Ca and 13 Cb evolution according to the single-bond 13 C -13 C homonuclear coupling constant of 35 Hz. The bias for the 13 CO spectral dimension was set according to assumed transverse relaxation time of 20 ms.
Secondary Chemical Shifts
Secondary chemical shifts (SCS) for 13 Ca, 13 Cb and 13 CO resonances were calculated by subtracting intrinsic random coil chemical shifts [11, 42] , which were measured for the protein in 6 M urea, from the corresponding values obtained for ''native'' and ''20% TFE'' states. For presentation in Figure 5 , the values were smoothed by three-residue running average.
Targeted Acquisition
TANSY (Targeted Acquisition NMR Spectroscopy) procedure, which we introduce in this work, combines several techniques to achieve high efficiency of data collection and analysis. For the backbone assignment, it uses a set of fast-pulsing triple resonance BEST-TROSY experiments [14, 38] featuring reduced measurement times and improved sensitivity and resolution for protein samples. The spectra are acquired using non-uniform sampling (NUS) with the sampling schedule tailored to the signal intensity for improving sensitivity [15] . In the sampling limiting case, NUS gives dramatic savings of measurement time because only a small fraction of the traditional full data set is collected (Table S2) . Additional time saving is obtained in the course of the TA [43] by optimizing time allocations for the individual experiments and duration of the whole set. Processing of the NUS spectra is performed using recursive co-MDD [25, 43] , which allows high quality spectra reconstruction from a very small number of measurements. Further time saving is obtained by replacing lengthy manual work with the spectra by the automated hyperdimensional signal detection [25] and automated backbone assignment [26] .
TANSY software consists of two separate modules: the acquisition module (AM) and the processing and analysis module (PAM). The former is running on an NMR spectrometer and organizes the stepwise incremental data collection. AM is implemented using macro and graphical interface features of VnmrJ (Agilent Technologies, Inc.) and TopSpin (Bruker Biospin) spectrometer software. AM runs a set of NMR experiments using a NUS schedule. The acquired data are continuously saved to computer disk and become immediately available for the downstream processing by PAM. The PAM can operate in realtime with the AM or can be used as an off-line processing and analysis tool. PAM is implemented in the Python programming language (http://python.org/) with QT (http://qt.nokia.com/) based graphical interface. PAM uses MDDNMR [15] and NMRPipe [44] programs for the spectra processing, its own routines for signal detection in one-dimensional MDD shapes, and AutoAssign [26] for the automated backbone assignment. The output of the PAM module comprises a set of processed spectra in an NMRPipe format, peak lists, assignment tables, and a set of progress and quality scores. The output can be easily imported into various programs, including CCPN Analysis [45] and CARA (http://cara.nmr.ch/) for manual inspection of the assignment and further analysis. TANSY software is available from the authors upon request.
Spectral Acquisition
The acquisition module introduced in the previous section performs iterative incremental acquisition of NUS experimental sets [46] . The most sensitive experiment from the set, HNCO is recorded first using NUS with 10-30% sparse sampling. Subsequently, at each TA step, every experiment from the suite has a short run over a small fraction (e.g. 0.5-1.0%) of points from the NUS schedule. The number of points differs for individual experiments and can be adjusted during the course of the TA procedure in order to balance the experiment time allocations. Thus, AM performs incremental acquisition for all experiments in an interleaved manner and provides input amenable for the realtime analysis by PAM.
Processing and Analysis Module
First, the HNCO experiment is processed with recursive MDD [47] or compressed sensing [48] . A 3D peak list is produced with program pkFindROI from the NMRPipe package [44] . At this stage, the peak list can be manually verified to add missing and remove occasional false peaks. Although ideally MDD components have a one-to-one relation to peaks in the spectrum, in practice it is not always so. In the case of mixing [49] , one component may describe several peaks. Some of the components may correspond to spectral artifacts or strong noise features. ''Clean'' MDD components, i.e. those unambiguously related to peaks, are obtained by fixing 15 
where summation index i runs over all components and the symbol : denotes the tensor product operation is replaced by:
Here F COv and F N are known from the peak list and only the amide proton F H and carbonyl decay F CO T2 shapes have to be found in the decomposition. Furthermore, F CO T2 shapes are assumed to represent exponential decays, for which recursive MDD can be applied. After performing the frequency-restrained MDD decomposition (Eq. 2), the clean components are obtained. The F H and F N shapes from the clean components are fixed in the subsequent processing of other experiments, so that only the remaining 13 C shapes are defined in the co-MDD and all peaks are naturally grouped to spin systems. Straightforward and robust signal identification in 1D shapes produces only a few, if any, false peaks. At each TA step, the set of peak lists serves as an input for the automated sequence-specific assignment, which is performed by program AutoAssign [26] . Thus, both the peak counts and the assignment progress can be monitored in real time. This allows adjustment of measurement time for the individual experiments and indicates when the TA procedure can be finished.
Validation using Jackknife-resampling
In our jackknife procedure, a set of realizations is produced for every peak position and atom assignment. This provides necessary statistics for the calculation of the probability scores for the primary and alternative assignments, as shown in Figure 2B . The procedure is illustrated for a hypothetical spectrum shown in in Figure 6 . Specifically, N = 30 resampling trials are produced for every triple resonance experiment (i.e. HNCA, HNCACB, etc) by randomly omitting 30% of data points. For the so-called deleted jackknife procedure [31] used in this work, the amount of the omitted data should exceed the square root of the total number of data points. The omission, however, must not significantly reduce sensitivity of the spectra and the chances for peak identification. Our choice for omitting 30% data fulfills both requirements. In Figure 6 , the omitted points are shown in red. For every trial, the spectra are processed and the corresponding analysis including peak detection and automatic assignment is performed. Due to different realization of noise and spectral artifacts in the resampled spectra, the peak lists and assignments may vary from one trial to another. For example, in the second trial shown in the Figure 6 , residue N4 (gray) was not assigned due to low intensities of the corresponding peaks. Furthermore, the spin system marked in red was assigned to residue M35, which differs from the assignment found in most of the other trials. The assignment probability score for a particular residue is calculated as a fraction of trials where this assignment is obtained. The alternative assignments are ranked based in their probability scores and the two most probable are reported in Figure 2A . Figure S3 CD spectra of CD79a samples. Far-UV circular dichroism spectra (190-250 nm) were recorded at 25uC on a ChiraScan CD spectrometer (Applied Photophysics) with 0.38 mg/ml CD79a using a 0.1 cm path-length quartz cuvette. 5 mM NaPi pH 6.7 buffer with 0.5 mM DTT was used for sample dilution. The sample blank was subtracted and 5 scans averaged for the protein.
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(thick line) CD spectra for CD79a in buffer, (thin line) 10% trifluoroethanol (TFE), (grey line) 20% TFE and (dashed line) 30% TFE. Under native condition, CD79a shows a characteristic random coil curve with the minimum around 200 nm. As TFE concentration increases, the CD spectra gradually adopt alpha helical features (i.e. minima at 222 nm, 208 nm and a positive value at 190 nm). The presented CD spectrum for the native condition is similar to the spectrum reported in [17] .
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